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Abstract—This paper describes a large vocabulary, speaker-independent, continuous speech recognition system which is based on hidden Markov modeling (HMM) of phoneme-sized acoustic units using continuous mixture Gaussian densities. A bottom-up merging algorithm is developed for estimating the parameters of the mixture Gaussian densities, where the resultant number of mixture components is proportional to both the sample size and dispersion of training data. A compression procedure is developed to construct a word transcription dictionary from the acoustic-phonetic labels of sentence utterances. A modified word-pair grammar using context-sensitive grammatical parts is incorporated to constrain task difficulty. The Viterbi beam search is used for decoding. The segmental K-means algorithm is implemented as a baseline for evaluating the bottom-up merging technique. The system has been evaluated on the TIMIT database (1990) for a vocabulary size of 853. For test set perplexities of 24, 104, and 853, the decoding word accuracies are 90.9%, 86.0%, and 62.9%, respectively. For the perplexity of 104, the decoding accuracy achieved by using the merging algorithm is 4.1% higher than that using the segmental K-means (22.8% error reduction), and the decoding accuracy using the compressed dictionary is 3.0% higher than that using a standard dictionary (18.1% error reduction).

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a number of successful hidden Markov model (HMM) based speaker-independent continuous speech recognition systems have been demonstrated [1], [2]. In these systems, the acoustic signals are modeled by phoneme-sized subword units using either VQ-based discrete density HMMs, or continuous mixture Gaussian density HMMs, where the parameters of Gaussian densities are estimated using the segmental K-means algorithm [3]. The word transcription dictionaries used in these systems are prepared from standard references which generally yield a single transcription per lexicon entry. These systems have been primarily evaluated on the DARPA Resource Management database among DARPA related research groups.

This paper describes a newly developed speaker-independent continuous speech recognition system for a large vocabulary [4], [5]. On the acoustic signal level, the system also uses hidden Markov models of phoneme-sized acoustic units since they are flexible and trainable for large vocabulary continuous speech recognition tasks. Continuous mixture Gaussian densities are used to model the feature parameters of auditory spectra, where correlation between the feature components are captured by the structure of the covariance matrices. A new algorithm is developed for estimating the parameters of the mixture Gaussian densities. The objective of the new algorithm is to find the multi-modal structure of the training data clusters, and fit the data distribution by a mixture Gaussian density. The search of the data clusters is accomplished through a bottom-up merging procedure, and each cluster is modeled by a Gaussian density. The resultant number of mixture components is proportional to both the dispersion and the sample size of the training data. In contrast, the segmental K-means algorithm clusters the training data through iterations of nearest-neighbor assignments and centroid updates, which requires a priori choices of the number of clusters and their centroids.

The TIMIT database [6], [7] was released to the public by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) at the time the system was started. Since the database has a rich collection of sentences spoken by speakers from the dialect regions of the United States and supplies labels of acoustic-phonetic units for all the sentences, it provides us with an excellent source for the study of continuous speech. For these reasons, this database was chosen for system training and evaluation. Upon considering pronunciation variations in different dialects, speaking contexts, etc., it seems that using the labels of actual speech utterances and multiple transcriptions for certain lexicon entries might improve the decoding accuracy. Since using the word labels directly for a dictionary leads to too many variations of word transcriptions, an automatic procedure is developed to build more compact dictionaries. Since the TIMIT database is not designed as a task-oriented database, e.g., the DARPA Resource Management database, modified word-pair grammars are generated to evaluate the decoding performance of the system under controlled task difficulties. The Viterbi algorithm is used to decode the sentences into word strings. To further evaluate the quality of the merging algorithm for model training, a baseline training algorithm of the segmental K-means is implemented. A comparison of decoding rates from using the two different training algorithms is provided.

The paper is organized into seven sections. In Section II, an overview of the system structure is given, and the functions of its major modules are summarized. Section III focuses on the method of generating mixture Gaussian density models of
This block-diagonal structure has the advantages of being more accurate than the diagonal structure, and yet it requires half the number of parameters of the full structure.

Let \( x = (c_1, \ldots, c_L)^T \) be an instantaneous feature vector, where the \( c_i \)'s are weighted cepstrum coefficients, \( p \) is the log energy which is normalized by the maximum framed-based energy within the corresponding sentence, and the symbol \( ' \) denotes the transpose for a vector or a matrix throughout the paper. Let the corresponding dynamic feature vector be \( \Delta x = (\Delta c_{1}, \ldots, \Delta c_{L}, \Delta p)' \), where each dynamic feature is a first-order temporal regression coefficient of the corresponding instantaneous feature. A mixture Gaussian density with \( M \) mixture components is defined as

\[
    f(x, \Delta x) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \alpha_i f_{s,i}(x) f_{d,i}(\Delta x) \quad (1)
\]

where \( f_{s,i} \) and \( f_{d,i} \) are both Gaussian densities with \( f_{s,i} \sim N(\mu_{s,i}, C_{s,i}) \), \( f_{d,i} \sim N(\mu_{d,i}, C_{d,i}) \), and the subscripts \( s \) and \( d \) stand for the instantaneous and dynamic features, respectively. The \( \alpha_i \)'s are the weights of the mixture components with \( \alpha_i \geq 0 \) and \( \sum_{i=1}^{M} \alpha_i = 1 \). The product of \( f_{s,i} \) and \( f_{d,i} \) is equivalent to a single Gaussian density \( N(\mu_i, C_i) \), where

\[
    \mu_i = (\mu_{s,i}, \mu_{d,i})'
\]

and

\[
    C_i = \begin{pmatrix} C_{s,i} & 0 \\ 0 & C_{d,i} \end{pmatrix}
\]

From an autoregressive modeling point of view, each stationary portion of a phone can be considered to be coming from a single Gaussian source. This segmental structure of a speech signal is utilized such that a phone segment is divided into sub-segments, and each sub-segment is modeled by a Gaussian density. Since the sentences are labeled in the TIMIT database, it is straightforward to extract acoustic–phonetic segments from the sentences. Each segment is further divided into three sub-segments corresponding to the states of the unit model. Let a phone segment have a length of \( L \) frames. The initial segmentation rule is that the beginning sub-segment has \( L/4 \) frames, the center one \( L/2 \) frames, and the ending one \( L/4 \) frames. The sample mean and covariance matrix are estimated for each sub-segment. In case that a unit is only two frames long, the center state of the phone unit is skipped.

Assume that in the training data there are \( N \) Gaussian densities corresponding to \( N \) sub-segments tied to a state of an HMM phone unit. To obtain parameter estimates of a mixture density from the \( N \) densities, a merging algorithm is developed based on the criterion of minimizing the increment of the average trace of the mixture density (see Section III for more details). The mixture Gaussian densities thus generated become the initial models of the phone units. These initialized models are then used to compress a full dictionary which is built from the acoustic–phonetic labels of the training sentences. Using the compressed dictionary and the initial models, each sentence is automatically resegmented into acoustic–phonetic units, as well as their states, using the Viterbi algorithm. The newly obtained sub-segments are then used to reestimate the
The resegmentation of the training sentences and the model merging can be implemented as an iterative loop, shown as the dotted path in Fig. 1. The assumption is that the newly individual Gaussian densities, which are once again merged into mixture Gaussian densities using the merging algorithm. The resegmentation of the training sentences and the model merging can be implemented as an iterative loop, shown as the dotted path in Fig. 1. The assumption is that the newly individual Gaussian densities, which are once again merged into mixture Gaussian densities using the merging algorithm. The loop terminates when there is either no more change in segmentation or in models generated from merging. In practice, when the initial models are good, the sentences are already well segmented after one pass of the resegmentation and merging. Since the initial segmentations are based on the acoustic-phonetic units labeled in the TIMIT database, the word-pair grammar has been used in continuous speech recognition systems for evaluating the system performance at a controlled task difficulty level [11]. To achieve flexible control of task difficulty on the TIMIT database, the word-pair grammar is modified such that context-sensitive grammatical parts are defined to smooth the transitions between words instead of using the grammatical parts directly. The modified grammar allows the control of different levels of perplexity by varying the neighborhood size of the context dependency, which is convenient for evaluating a recognition system on progressively more difficult tasks.

D. Grammar

A word-pair grammar has been used in continuous speech recognition systems for evaluating the system performance at a controlled task difficulty level [11]. To achieve flexible control of task difficulty on the TIMIT database, the word-pair grammar is modified such that context-sensitive grammatical parts are defined to smooth the transitions between words instead of using the grammatical parts directly. The modified grammar allows the control of different levels of perplexity by varying the neighborhood size of the context dependency, which is convenient for evaluating a recognition system on progressively more difficult tasks.

E. Sentence Decoding

The Viterbi algorithm is used for sentence decoding. The node expansion is controlled via a threshold in the beam search. The likelihood score of a mixture density is evaluated by taking the maximum of the logarithmic score among its components, i.e.,

\[
\log \hat{f}(x, \Delta x) = \max_{i=1,\ldots,M} \{ \log \alpha_i + \log f_s,i(x) + \log f_d,i(\Delta x) \}.
\]

This search of the maximum value is more efficient in computation than the average calculation of \( f(x, \Delta x) \) in (1) (especially when \( M \) is large), since multiplication and exponential evaluation of Gaussian densities are avoided. This method of computing the score of a mixture density is similar to the technique of PGAM in [12]. The difference is that in [12] the mixture weights are set to be uniform, whereas the weights in (2) are nonuniform and are trained to be context sensitive. The word durations are modeled by Gaussian densities, and a word penalty is also used for reducing insertion errors. The path that has the highest likelihood score is back tracked to produce the decoded word sequence of the sentence.

III. HMM Model Training

Each state of an HMM phone model is modeled by a mixture Gaussian density. For each mixture density, the mixture size and the Gaussian density parameters are determined by the bottom-up merging algorithm; the mixture weights are separately estimated via an iterative procedure. To increase the
model robustness, smoothings are performed on the estimated covariance matrices and the mixture weights.

A. The Bottom-Up Merging Algorithm

The training sentences are segmented into sub-segments of phone units. The initial segmentation can be performed by using the acoustic-phonetic labels provided by the TIMIT database and some simple segmentation rules; or it can be done by using HMM phone models trained from other readily available sources. The initial HMM phone models are used to evaluate the joint word likelihoods for dictionary compression using the Viterbi algorithm, which is constrained by the sentence texts, word transcriptions, and the HMM phone model topology, to reflect the possible changes of segment boundaries. After each pass of segmentation, the merging algorithm is used to generate mixture Gaussian density models for each state of each phone unit.

Let there be \( N \) sub-segments tied to a state of a given HMM phone unit. Since the features within a sub-segment represent the spectral frames of a relatively stationary portion of an allophone from a single speaker, they form a small cluster in the multidimensional feature space. Each small cluster is initially modeled by a Gaussian density \( \mathcal{N}(\mu_i, C_i) \). Because the sizes of the sub-segments are usually small, the Gaussian densities are crude parametric characterizations of the small clusters. The mean vector \( \mu_i \) is the centroid of the cluster, and the covariance matrix \( C_i \) measures the dispersion of features about the mean. As the merging proceeds, adjacent small clusters are merged, and the distributions of feature points in the merged clusters become better characterized by Gaussian densities. At the end of the merging, the multimodal structure of the training data is represented by the remaining clusters. The distribution of features can then be modeled by a mixture Gaussian density. The task of the merging algorithm is to estimate a mixture Gaussian density from the initial \( N \) Gaussian densities, i.e., to merge the initial \( N \) clusters into larger, yet still compact, clusters which approximate the multimodal structure of the training data.

Objective Function

To merge \( N \) small clusters into \( M \) larger ones, an ideal situation is to partition the \( N \) clusters into \( M \) subsets, resulting in the minimum dispersion over the \( M \) subsets. Let the sample set of the \( i \)th cluster be \( \Omega_i = \{ x_n^{(i)}, n = 1, 2, \ldots, L_i \} \), where \( x_n^{(i)} \) is the \( n \)th feature sample in the \( i \)th subset, and let the entire sample set be \( \Omega = \bigcup_{i=1}^{N} \Omega_i \). The sample sizes of the subsets are \( L_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \), and the size of the entire set is \( L = \sum_{i=1}^{N} L_i \). Denote the sample mean vector and covariance matrix of \( \Omega_i \) as \( \mu_i \) and \( C_i \), respectively, and those of \( \Omega \) and \( \mu \) and \( C \), respectively. The histogram probability of the \( i \)th cluster is defined as \( p_i = L_i/L \). The following relationship holds:

\[
C = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i C_i + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=i+1}^{N} p_i p_j (\mu_i - \mu_j)(\mu_i - \mu_j)' \tag{3}
\]

See Appendix for a derivation of (3).

The first term on the right hand side of (3) is called the within-cluster covariance, and the second term is called the between-cluster covariance. From matrix mathematics, the dispersion of data in an eigenvector direction is measured by the associated eigenvalue. The total dispersion is measured by the trace of the covariance matrix, which is the sum of the eigenvalues, i.e., \( \text{trace}(C_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \lambda_j \), where \( J \) is the order of the matrix and \( \lambda_j \)'s are the eigenvalues. Taking the trace of the matrices in (3), we get

\[
\text{trace}(C_i) = \frac{1}{L_i} \sum_{n=1}^{L_i} \| x_n^{(i)} - \mu_i \|^2. \tag{4}
\]

Note the similarity of the relationship of the traces in (4) to that of the matrices in (3). Equation (4) shows that given a training data set, the total trace is a constant, regardless of how the sample set is partitioned. By minimizing the within-cluster trace, the between-cluster distances are also maximized. The trace of a matrix is also the sum of the diagonal elements of the matrix, where for the covariance matrix \( C_i \):

\[
\text{trace}(C_i) = \frac{1}{L_i} \sum_{n=1}^{L_i} \| x_n^{(i)} - \mu_i \|^2.
\]

Therefore, the trace of a covariance matrix is equivalent to the average distance of the samples within the cluster from the cluster centroid. The within-cluster trace is called the average trace of the mixture density. Since the average trace measures the compactness of the data clusters, it is used as the objective function in the merging algorithm. For \( N \) clusters, the average trace \( T_N \) is denoted as

\[
T_N = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i \text{trace}(C_i). \tag{5}
\]

Since merging clusters eliminates the related between-cluster distance terms, it increases the average trace. For merging \( N \) clusters into \( M \) larger, compact clusters, the objective is to minimize the increment of the average trace \( \Delta T = T_M - T_N \).

Distance Measure

If a pair of Gaussian densities with nonidentical mean vectors is merged, the trace of the resultant covariance matrix will be strictly greater than the average of the original pair of covariance matrices. Suppose that in (3) the \( j \)th and the \( k \)th Gaussian densities are merged into a Gaussian density of \( \mathcal{N}(\mu, \tilde{C}) \). Let \( \tilde{\mu}_j = L_j/(L_j + L_k) \) and \( \tilde{\mu}_k = L_k/(L_j + L_k) \). Then the mean vector of the merged density is given by

\[
\tilde{\mu} = \tilde{\mu}_j \mu_j + \tilde{\mu}_k \mu_k \tag{6}
\]

and its covariance matrix is

\[
\tilde{C} = \tilde{\mu}_j C_j + \tilde{\mu}_k C_k + \tilde{\mu}_j \tilde{\mu}_k (\mu_j - \mu_k)(\mu_j - \mu_k)' \tag{7}
\]
The average trace of the resultant $N-1$ covariance matrices is

$$T_{N-1} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i \text{trace}(C_i) + (p_j + p_k)\text{trace}((\hat{C}))$$

$$= \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i \text{trace}(C_i) + (p_j + p_k)\|\mu_j - \mu_k\|^2.$$ 

The difference of the average trace after and before merging is, therefore,

$$\Delta T(j,k) = T_{N-1} - T_N$$

$$= (p_j + p_k)\|\mu_j - \mu_k\|^2 \geq 0. \quad (8)$$

The trace increment of (8) is the squared Euclidean distance of the mean vectors weighted by their respective sample size proportions, as well as the sample size proportion of the pair to the entire set. Since merging the model pair with the proportions, as well as the sample size proportion of the mean vectors weighted by their respective sample size

is, therefore, the average trace of the resultant density.

The flowchart of the merging procedure is shown in Fig. 3(a). For each iteration, the algorithm proceeds iteratively, and during each iteration one or more pairs of densities are merged. The merging continues until a termination criterion is met.

When only one pair of densities is merged during each iteration, the pair with the minimum distance is selected. Let $(i^*, j^*)$ be the indices of the Gaussian density pair selected for merging, then

$$(i^*,j^*) = \arg \min_{(i,j)} (p_i + p_j)\|\mu_i - \mu_j\|^2. \quad (9)$$

Since the pair $(i^*, j^*)$ has the minimum distance, the merging results in the minimum trace increment. When multiple pairs of densities are merged during each iteration, each pair merges into one density, they are selected from the pair with the smallest distance to those with progressively higher distances until an ending condition is met. For example, if the restriction is that only $K$ pairs of densities are merged during an iteration, the set of the indices of the $K$ pairs

{\{ (i_k, j_k) : i_k \neq j_k ; k = 1, 2, \ldots, K \}}

is selected so that the sum of $K$ distance terms $d^*$ from this set

$$d^* = \sum_{k=1}^{K} (p_{i_k} + p_{j_k})\|\mu_{i_k} - \mu_{j_k}\|^2 \quad (10)$$

is minimum among the sum of $K$ distance terms from all the other possible set of $K$ pairs. A constraint used in the merging of multiple pairs is not to merge any model twice during the same iteration. Based on merging a single pair within an iteration or merging multiple pairs within an iteration, three merging procedures are developed and are discussed below.

1) One-Pair-at-a-Time Merging: The flowchart of this merging procedure is shown in Fig. 3(a). For each iteration, one pair of densities is selected for merging according to (9), and its distance (using (8)) is compared against a termination threshold. The merging terminates when the distance equals or exceeds the threshold. If the distance is below the threshold, the selected pair is merged into one density, and the parameters of the new density are calculated according to (6) and (7). The distance between the new density and each of the existing densities is calculated and the merging proceeds to the next iteration. Since the minimum distance needs to be determined at each iteration, the merging procedure becomes very slow when $N$ is large.

2) K-Pairs-at-a-Time Merging: This merging procedure has two phases, called phase I and phase II. In phase I, the number of densities is above a threshold, and multiple pairs of densities are merged during each iteration. In phase II, the number of remaining densities is below the threshold, and only one pair of densities is merged at an iteration. In this way, the merging proceeds efficiently during phase I, and during phase II the merging is "fine-tuned" and the number of mixture components is determined by the termination distance threshold.

To select the $K$ density pairs to merge within an iteration, the distance terms are sorted into an increasing order, i.e.,

$$d(i_1, j_1) \leq d(i_2, j_2) \leq \cdots \leq d(i_{N'}, j_{N'})$$

where for $N$ densities the list has $N' = (N - 1)/2$ distance terms. Starting from the beginning of the list, the density pairs are merged until $K$ pairs are done. Again, a model is never merged twice during an iteration. Since sorting a distance array can be done very efficiently using library routines such as Quick sort [13] which is $O(N \log N')$ on the average case, the $K$-pairs-at-a-time method is significantly faster than the one-pair-at-a-time method when $N$ is large.

The flowchart of the merging procedure is shown in Fig. 3(b). The dotted box contains the flowchart for phase I, where the procedure goes through iterations of $K$-pair merging. At each iteration, the distances between the existing densities are calculated, sorted, and $K$ pairs of densities are merged. The parameters of the new densities are updated using (6) and (7). Since in merging $K$ pairs of densities, $K$ new densities are generated to replace the $2K$ densities that were merged, each iteration reduces the number of densities by $K$. The procedure proceeds to phase II when the number of densities is reduced to the threshold number.

Let the threshold number of densities for entering phase II be $L$. If the initial number of densities is $N = RK + L$, the algorithm will go through $R$ iterations of $K$-pair merging in phase I, and then proceeds to phase II with $L$ densities remaining. If $R = 0$, the algorithm goes into the second phase directly. In most cases the initial number of models is $N = RK + L + Q$, where $0 < Q < K$. This initial number of $N$ can be handled by either adding $Q$ to $L$ so that $Q + L$ densities are to be merged in phase II and $K$ pairs
of densities are merged in each iteration of phase I; or $Q$ pairs can be merged in the first iteration of phase I. Herein, the latter method has been used.

As is shown in (10), each iteration of merging $K$ density pairs minimizes the increment of the average trace as the sum of $K$ distance terms. To avoid forced merging of density pairs of large distances, the parameter $K$ should not be too large. Furthermore, since merging $K$ pairs of densities requires the existence of $2K$ densities, it is convenient to have $K + L \geq 2K$, or $L > K$. The parameters $L$, $K$, and $R$ are heuristic parameters used to balance the multiple-pair and the single-pair merging, and they can be adjusted in various ways.

3) Variable-Pairs-at-a-Time Merging: Fixing the number $K$ of multiple-pair merging poses the problem of how to choose $K$ for different sample sizes, which is often the case for training models of different phones where their sample sizes vary widely. For large $N$, a large $K$ is preferable for fast merging; whereas for small $N$, the merging speed is not a problem and a small $K$ might be desirable to avoid the forced merging of density pairs with large distances. To circumvent the problem of pre-choosing $K$, a merging procedure is developed which is similar to the $K$-pairs-at-a-time merging but uses a distance threshold to control the multiple-pair merging. In phase I, the distances of density pairs are compared against a threshold: those with distances below the threshold are merged, and those with distances above the threshold remain intact. Again, using a high threshold allows many density pairs to be merged during each iteration, and using a low threshold requires more iterations but pairs with large distances are avoided in each iteration. For practical implementation, it is feasible to choose the threshold of multiple-pair merging as a fraction $\alpha (0 < \alpha < 1)$ of the termination threshold of phase II. Appropriate choices of $\alpha$ are given in experiments of Section VI.

**Termination Threshold**

The termination of the merging process is controlled by the distance threshold. Since the multimodal structure of the training data is to be found through the bottom-up merging, the termination threshold controls the resolution of the data clusters. A large threshold allows clusters with large distances to be merged, and a small threshold prohibits the merging of clusters with large distances. Since each cluster is modeled by a Gaussian density, a high threshold leads to a mixture density with small number of components, and a low threshold leads to a mixture density with large number of components.

When merging the Gaussian densities of each state of each phone model, a termination threshold of $\beta / L$ is experimentally shown feasible. The parameter $\beta$ is the same for all states of all phone models, and $L$ is the sample size of a specific state of a specific phone model. The comparison of the distance against the threshold

\[
(p_i + p_j)\hat{\mu}_i\hat{\mu}_j\|\mu_i - \mu_j\|^2 < \beta / L
\]

is equivalent to a comparison of

\[
(L_i + L_j)\hat{\mu}_i\hat{\mu}_j\|\mu_i - \mu_j\|^2 < \beta
\]

where $L_i$ and $L_j$ are the sample sizes of the $i$th and the $j$th densities, respectively. Since the distance term on the left-hand side is proportional to both the sample size and the distance between the mean vectors of the density pair, the resulting mixture size is also proportional to both factors. A quantitative analysis of the relationship among the mixture size, the data sample size, as well as data dispersion is given in Section VI.
B. Distance Weighting

Since a feature vector consists of components of different scales, the distance between two mean vectors needs to be properly weighted for each component. For this purpose, the average trace is modified as follows

\[ T_N = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i \text{trace}(AC_i) \]

where \( A \) is a diagonal matrix,

\[ A = \text{diag}(a_1, \ldots, a_n, \ldots, \ldots, a_{n+1}) \]

and each diagonal element of the matrix is a weight for the corresponding feature component.

The ratio of feature scales differs among phone units. For example, the absolute value of log energy \( p \) is generally much larger for stops than for vowels. The weight matrix \( A \) is therefore chosen as phone unit specific. Let the total number of frames for training a phone unit be \( K \) and the analysis order be \( L \). The scales of the weighted cepstrum coefficients \( (c_1, \ldots, c_L) \), log energy \( p \), regression of the weighted cepstrum coefficients \( (\Delta c_1, \ldots, \Delta c_L) \), and regression of the log energy \( \Delta p \), are calculated as \( r_1, r_2, r_3, \) and \( r_4 \), respectively. The scales are defined as the norm-squared of the features averaged over the sample size, i.e.,

\[ r_1 = \frac{1}{KL} \sum_{i=1}^{K} \sum_{k=1}^{L} c_{ik}^2; \]
\[ r_2 = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} p_i^2; \]
\[ r_3 = \frac{1}{KL} \sum_{i=1}^{K} \sum_{k=1}^{L} (\Delta c_{ik})^2; \]
\[ r_4 = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} (\Delta p_i)^2. \]

Note that \( r_1 \) and \( r_3 \) are the component-wise average scales.

The diagonal elements of \( A \) are inversely proportional to the scales of the features. A degree of freedom is given to the relative weighting between the instantaneous and dynamic features by using a weighting factor \( w_d \). Define \( S \) as the common divisor,

\[ S = \frac{1}{r_1} + \frac{1}{r_2} + \frac{1}{w_d} \left( \frac{1}{r_3} + \frac{1}{r_4} \right). \]

The elements of \( A \) are then defined as

\[ a_{ii} = a_{ii}^* = \frac{1}{r_1} S^{-1}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, L \]
\[ a_{i, L+1} = \frac{1}{r_2} S^{-1} \]
\[ a_{L+1 i} = a_{L+1 i}^* = \frac{1}{w_d r_3} S^{-1}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, L \]
\[ a_{L+1 L+1} = \frac{1}{w_d r_4} S^{-1} \]

The weight \( w_d = 2 \) was experimentally determined as appropriate for good decoding performance. The weighted distance is a convex combination of the four distance terms of \((c_1, \ldots, c_L), (\Delta c_1, \ldots, \Delta c_L), p, (\Delta c_1, \ldots, \Delta c_L), \) and \( \Delta p \). Note, however, that the weighted distance as a whole still depends on the data scale. Because the scales of data vary with phones, the distance threshold in the merging process should also be made phone dependent. This can be achieved by multiplying the threshold \( \beta \) by \( S^{-1} \) for each phone. In this case, each distance term will be normalized by its scale, and, therefore, the distances become scale independent.

C. Mixture Weight Estimation

The weighting coefficients of the mixture densities, the \( a_i \)'s of (1), are estimated based on a simple procedure which combines maximum likelihood estimation with the sentence segmentation using the Viterbi algorithm. The sentences are segmented into phonetic segments, which are further divided into sub-segments corresponding to states of phone units. The likelihood scores of feature data with respect to the mixture components in the corresponding sub-segments are computed. Let the frame sample size of a mixture density be \( K \) and the number of mixture components be \( M \). The objective function for weight estimation is defined as a sum of the log likelihood for each frame:

\[ J = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \log \left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} a_i f_i(x_k, \Delta x_k) \right) + \lambda \left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} a_i \right) \]

where \( \lambda \) is the Lagrangian multiplier. Taking the partial derivative of \( J \) with respect to \( a_i \) and setting it to zero, i.e., \( \partial J/\partial a_i = 0 \), gives

\[ \sum_{k=1}^{K} a_i f_i(x_k, \Delta x_k) = -\lambda. \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Multiplying (11) by \( a_i \), summing over \( i \), and solving for \( \lambda \) yields \( \lambda = -K \). The maximum likelihood estimate \( a_i^* \) satisfies

\[ 1 = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} a_i^* f_i(x_k, \Delta x_k). \]

Since the equation is nonlinear for \( a_i^* \), an iterative reestimation is taken as

\[ a_i^{(n+1)} = a_i^{(n)} \frac{f_i(x_k, \Delta x_k)}{\sum_{i=1}^{M} a_i^{(n)} f_i(x_k, \Delta x_k)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Equation (12) has a simple interpretation: the weight of a mixture component is simply the average of the frame-based ratio of the likelihood score evaluated using the component density to the likelihood score evaluated using the mixture density. The initial values of the \( a_i^{(0)} \)'s can be simply set as uniform, and in experiments one iteration has proven sufficient to give good estimates of the \( a_i \)'s.

The weights of mixture Gaussian densities have been shown effective in context-dependent modeling of HMM phone units [2]. This approach is very useful when the amount of training
data is small. Generally speaking, estimating the weights of mixture components requires less training data than estimating the mean vectors and covariance matrices. Therefore the mixture weights are estimated for each tri-phone context. Equation (12) is used to estimate the context-dependent mixture weights, where the average is taken over the frames belonging to a state of a phone unit within a specific context environment.

D. Model Smoothing

In estimating the HMM phone model parameters from a limited amount of training data, there exists a tradeoff between the amount of detail and the robustness. Detail is important for the models to distinguish the fine differences in acoustic signals which are of linguistic significance; while robustness is important for the models to cope with mere statistical variations in the signals. Model smoothing has proven useful for compromising the two demands, where the parameters from the robust, non-detailed models are used to smooth the parameters from the detailed, non-robust models. The smoothed detailed models, in general, give better decoding performance on test sets than the detailed models alone.

For the models trained with the merging procedures in Section III-A, the tradeoff between the amount of detail and robustness is controlled by the termination threshold. Since the training sample size is limited, a high resolution in data clusters results in small sample sizes in some clusters. Because a high-order covariance matrix requires a large amount of data to be estimated reliably, a small sample size tends to yield an unreliable estimate. Furthermore, the mixture weights are estimated with respect to each tri-phone context. Since there are usually only a few training samples for each context, the mixture weights also tend to be undertrained. To improve the robustness of the HMM phone models while also maintaining a good level of detail, smoothings are performed on both the covariance matrices and the mixture weights, and the mixture weights are estimated after the covariance matrices are smoothed.

Covariance smoothing

An unreliable estimate of the covariance matrix typically has some eigenvalues close to zero. The diminishing eigenvalues lead to a Gaussian density with a very sharp peak. The reason is that the magnitude of the peak of a Gaussian density is inversely proportional to the square root magnitude of the determinant of the covariance matrix; and the determinant is simply the product of the eigenvalues. A Gaussian density with a very sharp peak gives very low likelihood scores to feature points which are only slightly deviated from the mean, and hence the model robustness is low. In the degenerate case where a covariance matrix is singular, the Gaussian density becomes a delta function which is identically zero except at the mean point. In this case, only the feature samples which coincide with the mean (if any) have a nonzero-likelihood value, and any deviation from the mean will lead to a zero likelihood.

To quantify the sharpness of a mixture component, the ratio of the peak value of the component density to the average peak value of the mixture density is used. A ratio measure is desirable since the peak value of a Gaussian density is scale dependent, due to the scale-dependency of the determinant. Let there be $M$ components in a mixture density with the covariance matrices $C_{m,i} = 1, \ldots, M$. The relative sharpness of the $i$th component $R_i$ is calculated as

$$R_i = \frac{1/|C_i|^{1/2}}{1/\left(\prod_{k=1}^{M} |C_k|^{1/2}\right)^{1/M}}.$$

If $R_i$ is above a threshold, the density is identified as being too sharp.

On the robustness extreme, a unimodal Gaussian density is estimated for each state of a phone, which can be obtained by merging all the mixture components into one Gaussian density. Let the covariance matrix of the unimodal density be $C$. Then a smoothing is performed on $C_i$ if $R_i$ is above the threshold. The smoothing is defined as a linear interpolation of the detailed estimate $C_i$ and the robust estimate $C$. Let the smoothed covariance matrix be $\hat{C}_i$, then

$$\hat{C}_i = \lambda C_i + (1 - \lambda) C,$$

where $0 \leq \lambda \leq 1$ is the interpolation parameter. In general, if $C_i$ is estimated from many samples, a large $\lambda$ can be used so that the smoothed estimate will contain more information from the detailed estimate; if the sample size is small, a small $\lambda$ is desirable so that the smoothed estimate will contain more information from the robust estimate. Since the structure of the covariance matrices is separated into two blocks, one for instantaneous features and one for dynamic features, each block can be smoothed separately. The interpolation parameter $\lambda$ is empirically determined from experiments. Results from smoothing the covariance matrices are given in Section VI.

Mixture-weight smoothing

Context-independent mixture weights are at the robust extreme of the mixture weight estimates. The context-dependent mixture weights are therefore smoothed by the context-independent mixture weights. Let $\alpha_{m,i}$ be the weight of the $i$th mixture component for a context $m$, and let $\alpha_i$ be the corresponding context-independent weight. Then the smoothed weight $\bar{\alpha}_{m,i}$ is defined as

$$\bar{\alpha}_{m,i} = \lambda \alpha_{m,i} + (1 - \lambda) \alpha_i.$$

The interpolation parameter $\lambda$ is also determined empirically from experiments. The interpolation can also use a hierarchy of weights at varying levels of robustness and detail, such as the mixture weights corresponding to different degrees of context dependency. Specific interpolation values for weight smoothing related to decoding experiments are given in Section VI.

To further improve the robustness of the HMM phone models, the unimodal density is also added to the mixture density as an extra component. Informal evaluations of decoding accuracy showed improved performance when including the unimodal density, compared to using the original mixture components alone.
IV. DICTIONARY PREPARATION

It is straightforward to prepare a word transcription dictionary from some standard references (standard dictionaries), and such a dictionary generally gives a single transcription for a lexicon entry. Speaker-independent continuous speech recognition systems have shown satisfactory results from using dictionaries prepared in this way, e.g., see [1], [2].

Since the TIMIT database has a complete acoustic–phonetic labeling of sentences, a dictionary can be constructed by extracting the word transcriptions from these labels. However, using the labels directly from the database generally yields many transcriptions for a single lexicon entry. The different transcriptions of words could reflect differences in dialect, context, as well as some possible errors in labeling [14]. For sentence decoding, it is desirable to compress the dictionary into a more compact one through an automatic procedure. An iterative procedure based on a measure of log-likelihood ratio was developed to compress the dictionary, where in each iteration the transcription which causes the least decrease of the joint word likelihood is eliminated.

Let there be \( N \) word samples of a lexicon entry, and let there be \( K \) distinct transcriptions labeled for the \( N \) words. The likelihood of each word is evaluated under each transcription using the HMM phone models concatenated according to the transcription. For example, for the word \( w_n \), the likelihood scores are evaluated as \( p(w_n | T_k) \), \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, K \), where \( T_k \) denotes the \( k \)th transcription. The two-best transcriptions \( b(n) \) and \( s(n) \) for a word \( w_n \) are defined as those that yield the highest and the next highest likelihood scores, respectively, i.e.,

\[
b(n) = \arg\max_{k=1,\ldots,K} p(w_n | T_k)
\]

and

\[
s(n) = \arg\max_{k \neq b(n), k=1,\ldots,K} p(w_n | T_k).
\]

Any transcription which is not the best for any word is immediately eliminated. The word samples are partitioned into groups according to their best transcriptions.

Let the \( k \)th group labeled with the transcription \( T_k \) have \( N_k \) word samples. By definition any word \( w_n \) in the group has its best transcription index as \( b(n) = k \). The cost of eliminating a transcription is defined as the difference of the maximum joint word likelihood before and after the elimination of the transcription. Let the maximum joint word likelihood be denoted as \( ML \), then it is calculated as

\[
ML = \frac{1}{L_n} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \log p(w_n | T_{b(n)})
\]

where \( L_n \) is the number of frames for the word \( w_n \), and it is used for normalizing the effect of the number of frames on likelihood scores of word samples. Let \( ML_k \) denote the maximum joint word likelihood after the elimination of the transcription \( T_k \), which is

\[
ML_k = \frac{1}{L_n} \sum_{n: b(n) \neq k} \log p(w_n | T_{b(n)}) + \frac{1}{L_n} \sum_{n: b(n) = k} \log p(w_n | T_{s(n)}).
\]

The cost \( C(k) \) of eliminating the transcription \( T_k \) is defined as the difference of the maximum joint word likelihood before and after the elimination, i.e.,

\[
C(k) = ML - ML_k = \sum_{n: b(n) = k} \log \left\{ \frac{p(w_n | T_{b(n)})}{p(w_n | T_{s(n)})} \right\}. \tag{13}
\]

The cost is, therefore, the sum of log-likelihood ratio of each word under the best transcription to that under the second best one in the group. Equation (13) has the property that the cost of eliminating a transcription representing a large group has more cost terms than that representing a small group. The index of the transcription to be eliminated, \( k^* \), is the one incurring the minimum cost, i.e.,

\[
k^* = \arg\min_k C(k). \tag{14}
\]

After a transcription is eliminated, each word in that group is assigned to a remaining group according to its second best transcription. The elimination continues until the cost exceeds a threshold and the number of transcriptions falls below a limit.

To make the number of transcriptions of a lexicon entry relatively independent of the number of training word samples, the termination threshold is chosen as \( \gamma N \), where \( \gamma \) is a common factor for the whole lexicon, and \( N \) is the word sample size of a specific lexicon entry. Define the histogram probability of a transcription \( T_k \) by \( p_k = N_k / N \), and define the normalized cost of \( C(k) \) by \( C(k) = (1/N_k) C(k) \). Then (14) is equivalent to

\[
k^* = \arg\min_k p_k C(k)
\]

and the comparison of the cost with the termination threshold becomes \( p_k C(k^*) < \gamma \).

To maintain a compact dictionary, the termination threshold is chosen such that the majority of lexicon entries have a single transcription, and the rest have multiple transcriptions with an upper limit of three. It was found experimentally that most transcriptions thus generated are satisfactory, yet some still need to be corrected manually.

V. GRAMMAR

A word-pair grammar has been used in continuous speech recognition systems for evaluating the system performance at a controlled level of task difficulty [11]. For a task-oriented continuous speech database such as the DARPA Resource Management Database, the perplexity of a word-pair grammar is not very high (about 60). The TIMIT database is not designed as a task-oriented database, and the perplexity of a word-pair grammar is substantially high.
To obtain flexible control over the grammar perplexity, the word-pair grammar is modified such that context-sensitive grammatical parts are defined to smooth the transitions between words instead of using the grammatical parts directly. Specifically, consider a two-sided first-order context dependency. Let the center grammatical part be \(a\), its left neighbor \(b\), and its right neighbor \(c\), then a context-sensitive grammatical part is defined as \(g(b, a, c)\). A word \(w_j\) is labeled with the grammatical part \(g(b, a, c)\) if \(w_j\) has occurred in a text where \(a\) is its grammatical part, \(b\) is the grammatical part of the preceding word, and \(c\) is the grammatical part of the following word. Similarly, a word \(w_k\) is labeled with the context-sensitive grammatical part \(g(b', a', c')\), if \(w_k\) has occurred in a text where \(a'\) is its grammatical part, \(b'\) is the grammatical part of the preceding word, and \(c'\) is the grammatical part of the following word. The transition from the word \(w_j\) to the word \(w_k\) is bridged by the transition of their corresponding context-sensitive grammatical parts. The probability of transition from \(w_j\) to \(w_k\), denoted as \(p(w_j \rightarrow w_k)\), is calculated as

\[
p(w_j \rightarrow w_k) = \sum_{g(b, a, c)} \sum_{g(b', a', c')} p(g(b, a, c) | w_j) p(g(b', a', c') | W_k) p(w_k | g(b', a', c'))
\]

If this probability term is nonzero, the word \(w_j\) can be followed by \(w_k\). After the list of valid followers is determined, the transition probabilities from \(w_j\) to all of its followers are assigned to an equal value. Grammars at different levels of perplexity can be obtained by varying the degree of context dependency of the grammatical parts. The higher the degree of context dependency is, the lower the perplexity will be. Although the modified word-pair grammars thus generated cannot function as the grammars generated from a natural language modeling point of view (e.g., bigram and trigram grammars [15], context free grammar [16], etc.), the flexibility of generating the grammars at various levels of perplexity from a limited training text is useful for evaluating the decoding accuracy of a speech recognition system at controlled levels of task difficulties.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Training and Test Sets

The system was initially both trained and evaluated on the prototype version (1988) of the TIMIT database. Experiments were performed on the SX3-SX200 sentences. Since the 1988 release has only the training set, the speakers were partitioned into a training set and a test set (test set I). The HMM models trained from this split training set were later used in evaluating the system performance on the standard test set (test set II) of the TIMIT database (1990) [7]. Some relevant information on the training set and the two test sets are summarized in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training and Test Sets</th>
<th>Training set</th>
<th>Test set I</th>
<th>Test set II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of speakers</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dialect coverage</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of male</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of female</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Superset of the TIMIT database, vocabulary size of 853.

C. Dictionary Preparation

The word transcriptions were first extracted from the training sentences, where the word boundaries were manually marked according to the acoustic-phonetic labels in the database (the prototype TIMIT database does not contain word boundary files). A total of 2519 transcriptions were extracted for a total of 4865 words. The phone models trained in the early experiments [4] were used as the initial phone models in the dictionary compression. Using a compression threshold of \(\gamma = 0.2\), a compacted dictionary is obtained which has 983 transcriptions for the 853 words. This dictionary is used as a default one in the following evaluations of decoding performance.

The 1990 release of the TIMIT database also comes with a phonemic dictionary for the whole vocabulary. A standard phonetic dictionary was generated from the phonemic dictionary by mapping the phonemes to their respective acoustic-phonetic units using some of the rules suggested by NIST. Specifically, the stops /b/, /d/, /g/; /p/, /t/, /k/ are mapped to their respective two unit representation consisting of a closure and a release, e.g., /b/ \(\rightarrow\) /bcl/ /b/; the affricate /fb/ and /db/ are also mapped to their two unit forms, i.e., /fb/ \(\rightarrow\) /fcl/ /fb/; and /db/ \(\rightarrow\) /dcl/ /db/. Using the standard dictionary and the same initial phone models, the sentences were resegmented using the Viterbi algorithm, and the phone models are then reestimated through model merging. The standard dictionary was used as a baseline for evaluating the quality of the dictionaries prepared from the compression procedure.

D. Model Training

Analysis of Phone Units. Using the default dictionary and the initial phone models, the Viterbi algorithm was used to resegment the training sentences. The number of acoustic-phonetic units in the training sentences after the resegmentation are listed in Table II. The symbol /sil/ denotes the union of /epi/ and /pa/, and it was trained as an HMM phone model for modeling the sentence initial and end silence, as well as the between-word pauses. The /hw/ was discarded and counted as 0. The frequency of occurrence of different phones varies significantly from the highest of /ix/ to the lowest of /em/. Analysis of Sub-Segments. As was discussed in Section III-A on model training, the sub-segments of each phone unit

---

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training and Test Sets</th>
<th>Training set</th>
<th>Test set I</th>
<th>Test set II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of speakers</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dialect coverage</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of male</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of female</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Subsets of the TIMIT database, vocabulary size of 853.
form the initial small clusters from which and through iterative merging a mixture density is generated. Since the mean vector and covariance matrix are initially estimated for each type phones. The sizes for the vowel /ad and the burst are stationary and the bursts are transient.

As seen from the histograms, there is also a variation in the sizes of the sub-segments. The sizes of the sub-segments vary with the phone classes. For vowel-type phones, the phone durations are long and so are the sub-segment sizes; and vice versa for the burst-type phones. The sizes for the vowel /aa/ and the burst /d/ are shown in the histograms in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.

As seen from the histograms, there is also a variation in sizes of the beginning and center sub-segments (the sizes of ending sub-segments are similar to those of the beginning sub-segments). For /aa/, the center subsegments have large sizes and the beginning sub-segments have smaller sizes. For /d/, the sizes are small for both the beginning and center sub-segments. In Fig. 4(b), the zero count on frames represents the case where the center subsegment was skipped. The difference of sizes between /aa/ and /d/ is reasonable, since in general, the vowels are stationary and the bursts are transient.

Since the sample sizes of many subsegments are small, the estimates of Gaussian density parameters are only crude and convenient characterizations of the small clusters formed by the features in each sub-segment. However, since only the mean vectors of the Gaussian densities are used in distance calculation as in (8), the small sample sizes in parameter estimates do not cause problems in model merging.

**Analysis of Mixture Size.** As was discussed in model training, the number of mixture components generated through merging is proportional to both the sample size and the dispersion of the training data. A study is made on the relation among the three variables by a mean-squared error (MSE) fitting on the merging results. Let there be a total of M mixture densities for the phone models. Let the vectors of the mixture size be \( m \), data sample size be \( l \), and data dispersion be \( d \), where the \( i \)th components of the vectors are for the \( i \)th mixture density. Let the initial number of densities be \( N_i \) for the \( i \)th mixture density. The dispersion of training data of each mixture density is defined as an average of the between-cluster mean distances,

\[
d_i = \frac{1}{N_i(N_i - 1)} \sum_{j=0}^{N_i-1} \sum_{k=0}^{N_i-1} ||\mu_j - \mu_k||^2.
\]

An MSE fitting of the relation \( m = f(l, d) \) is in the nonlinear form

\[
m = \alpha l + \beta d + \lambda q
\]

where

\[
m = [m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_M]^T, \quad l = [l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_M]^T, \quad d = [d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_M]^T, \quad q = [q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_M]^T.
\]

Define \( P = [\alpha, \beta, \gamma]^T \) and \( A = [l, d, q] \), the parameter estimate \( \hat{P} \), from MSE fitting is \( \hat{P} = (A'A)^{-1}A'm \) and the total fitting squared error is \( e^2 = (m - AP)'(m - AP) \).

A fitting is made for the \( K \)-pairs-at-a-time merging with \( K = 100 \), and a termination threshold of \( \beta = 4.3 \). The parameter estimate is \( \hat{P} = [0.0051, 23.2061, 0.0963]^T \). A contour plot is shown in Fig. 5 to illustrate the estimated relationship. The figure shows that the mixture size is strongly proportional to both the sample size and the dispersion of the training data.

For this special case of merging, the average number of mixture components per mixture density is 19.2 and the average estimation error per mixture density is 2.9. The mixture density with the maximum mixture size (=60) occurred in /s/ and data dispersion, and those with the minimum size (=1) occurred in /ax-h/, /em/, and /zh/.

**Model Smoothing.** As was discussed in Section III-D, the covariance matrices of the instantaneous and dynamic features are separately smoothed. A few smoothing methods are investigated. The default method is one where the covariance matrices of the dynamic features are selectively smoothed, and those with the minimum size (=1) occurred in /ax-h/, /em/, and /zh/.

The durations of words are modeled by Gaussian densities, where the sample mean and variance are calculated for each
duration model. Since very few samples are available for estimating parameters of each duration model, for each word \( w(i) \), the quantities \( 2 \times \min(\text{dur}(w(i))) \) and \( 1/2 \times \max(\text{dur}(w(i))) \) were used to supplement the duration data. Word penalties were also used for reducing insertion errors.

**F. Grammar**

The sentences were labeled by 19 grammatical parts. Two grammars, grammar-I and grammar-II, are generated. Grammar-I uses grammatical parts with a first-order dependency on left-right neighbors, and grammar-II with the first-order dependency on the left neighbor only. Grammar-II is used as the default grammar in the decoding evaluations. For the first and second grammars, the test set perplexities on test set I are 25 and 106, respectively, and on test set II are 24 and 104, respectively. Experiments were also performed with a null grammar which has a perplexity of 853.

**G. Baseline Comparison**

To enable better evaluations of the quality of the model-merging algorithm developed in this work, the segmental \( K \)-means algorithm is implemented as a baseline for comparison. The segmental \( K \)-means algorithm has been used in training models of words and phones for isolated word and continuous speech recognition. The algorithm uses the Viterbi algorithm to segment words or sentences into the desired units. Units corresponding to the same state of the same HMM model are tied together, and a VQ-based clustering is performed on the frame-based features within each state of HMM models [17]. The \( K \)-means clustering requires the number of clusters to be specified \textit{a priori}. Starting from the given initial centroids, the algorithm goes through iterations of nearest neighbor assignments and centroid updates. The number of clusters has been determined as either fixed for all models [17], or chosen to vary in proportion to the sample size of training data [2]. The former is adopted mostly in isolated word model training where the numbers of training word samples are often the same for all words, and the latter is used in training phone models for continuous speech recognition where the numbers of training samples usually vary significantly for different phones.

In the baseline implementation of the segmental \( K \)-means algorithm, the number of clusters is proportional to the training sample size. Let the total number of feature samples in the training set be \( L \), and the total number of mixture components from all the mixture densities be \( M \). Then the average number of feature samples per mixture component is determined as \( \tau = L/M \). Let the number of feature samples in a state of a phone model be \( L_i \), then the number of clusters \( M_i \) for the state is determined as \( M_i = L_i/\tau \). The initial centroids are taken as every other \( \tau \) feature samples in the sequence of training data. A further investigation of the performance difference between the two algorithms is made by fixing the number of clusters in the segmental \( K \)-means to be the same.
as the merged mixture density for each state of each phone model. Performance Comparisons on the two model-training algorithms are provided in the next subsection of decoding results.

It is to be noted that the segmental $K$-means algorithm as is implemented here is based on its general principle. Improvements on the basic technique might be achieved if certain clusters are split after the $K$-means clustering [2]. Consequently, the comparison of the two training methods serves only as a guideline to evaluate the quality of the merging algorithm, and no attempt is made to compare different recognition systems.

H. Decoding Evaluation

The decoding performances of the recognition system are evaluated under various conditions. Specifically, the variations of performance with the model merging schemes, the termination threshold of merging, smoothing, dictionary compression, and grammar perplexities are investigated. Performance comparison is also made between the merging algorithm and the baseline of the segmental $K$-means algorithm. The test set II is used as the default test set for all the evaluation experiments. The default dictionary, grammar, and smoothing methods are as discussed in the above subsections unless otherwise specified. The results shown in Tables III–IX are for a task with a vocabulary size of 853 and a test set perplexity of 104.

The decoding rates are scored using the standard routine provided by NIST. The words that share common transcriptions from the dictionary merging are counted as homophones. There are seven standard homophones from 14 words, additionally there are six nonstandard homophones from 13 words which become homophones due to reduced pronunciations in the continuous speech environment.

1) Merging Techniques: Comparisons are first made to the three merging methods of one-pair-at-a-time, $K$-pairs-at-a-time, and variable-pairs-at-a-time, with a fixed termination threshold of $\beta = 4.3$. The decoding rates are listed in Table III, where the total mixture size of each case is also listed. As seen from the table, the $K$-pairs-at-a-time method with $K = L = 100$ and variable-pairs-at-a-time method with $\alpha = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6$ and $L = 200$ all give similar results better than the other choices.

As shown in Table III, the mixture sizes vary slightly with the merging schemes. To exclude the effects of mixture size variation on the decoding performance, another experiment is performed where the mixture size of each mixture density is fixed to be the same as a reference for all the merging schemes. The one-pair-at-a-time merging is used as a reference, with the termination threshold of $\beta = 4.3$. The decoding rates from using various merging schemes are shown in Table IV. The performance from the segmental $K$-means is also included in the table, where the number of clusters of each mixture density is initialized to be the same as the reference. Table IV indicates the variation of decoding performances among
the merging methods. As shown in the table, the multiple-pair merging methods give higher decoding accuracy than the one-pair-at-a-time merging method. The $K$-pairs-at-a-time with $K = L = 100$ gives the best decoding rate, and the larger value of $K = 200$ decreases the decoding accuracy by about 1%. Note that the segmental $K$-means gives much lower decoding rate than any of the merging methods.

The variation of decoding accuracies among the merging schemes with the chosen parameters is smaller than the difference of decoding accuracies between the mergings and the $K$-means. In the merging methods, the models trained from the most compact data clusters (given a number of clusters) could give the best decoding accuracy on the training set, but they do not guarantee the best results on the test sets. Furthermore, both the distribution assumption of mixture Gaussian density and the smoothings applied to the estimated model parameters constitute complicated factors in the performance variations. In general, the multiple-pair merging methods are successful; they not only make the training on large sample set fast, but they also maintain or improve the decoding accuracy.

2) Termination Threshold: The termination threshold of merging is varied to investigate the variation of decoding rates with the mixture sizes of the HMM phone models. The merging method of the $K$-pairs-at-a-time with $K = L = 100$ is used in the evaluation. The thresholds are varied from $\beta = 3.7$ to 5.2, with an incremental step of 0.3. The maximum mixture size is limited to 60. As is shown in Table V, the total mixture size varies from 2832 to 4014, and the best decoding rate is achieved with the threshold of $\beta = 4.3$. The further decrease of the termination threshold (increase of mixture size) did not lead to the further improvement of the decoding accuracy, where the slightly decreased performance seems to indicate the reduced reliability of parameter estimates. The increase of the termination threshold (decrease of mixture size) leads to the decrease of decoding performance, which indicates the need of maintaining resolution of data clusters for good decoding accuracy.

3) Baseline Comparison: For the segmental $K$-means algorithm, the number of frames per mixture component is varied from $\tau = 50$ to 62. Similar to the merging methods, the maximum mixture size is limited to 60. The decoding rates are shown in Table VI. Comparing Table VI with Tables III–V we observe that the decoding rates from the segmental $K$-means are all lower than those from the merging schemes. Furthermore, as is shown by the last entry in Table VI, the decoding performance is slightly improved by fixing the mixture size of each mixture density to be the same as those in Table IV (the elimination of a few very small clusters caused a slight difference of mixture size).

The different performances between the $K$-means and the bottom-up merging could be attributed to the different ways the clusterings are accomplished in the two algorithms. The $K$-means clustering requires assumptions on the structure of the training data, i.e., the number of clusters and the cluster centroids. Although the centroids are improved through the iterative clustering, the resultant estimates would be only
optimal in the local neighborhood of the initial centroids. In contrast, the bottom-up merging algorithm does not impose
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4) **Smoothing Effect:** The effects of smoothing on the co-
variance matrices are investigated for the following cases and the results are shown in Table VII.

*Case 1.* Covariance matrices are not smoothed unless they are singular. The singular covariance matrices are substituted
by the unimodal covariance matrix. This corresponds to an interpolation parameter of \( \lambda = 1.0 \).

*Case 2.* The covariance matrices are all replaced by that of the unimodal density, corresponding to an interpolation parameter of \( \lambda = 0.0 \).

*Case 3.* The covariance matrices are all smoothed by an interpolation parameter of \( \lambda = 0.5 \).

*Case 4.* The covariance matrices are all smoothed by comparing the sharpness ratio \( R_i \) with a threshold of 100, and then those above the threshold are smoothed with the interpolating parameter of \( \lambda = 0.5 \).

*Case 5.* The default smoothing.

As seen from the table, case 1 of no smoothing and case 2 of too much smoothing both led to the poor performances. In the former case the models are unreliable, and in the latter case some of the useful details of the models are lost. The compromised smoothings of cases 3 and 4 both led to the improved performances, but the best performance was achieved in case 5. The requirement of heavier smoothing on the instantaneous features than the dynamic features might be attributed to the former having more variations across speakers and contexts (thus needs robustness), and the latter being more consistent in the different environments (thus prefers details).

An alternative point of view is that the covariance estimates of the dynamic features might carry more information than those of the instantaneous features, and the useful information, when preserved, might help to increase the decoding accuracy.

5) **Dictionary Compression:** The dictionaries are compressed using the thresholds of \( \gamma = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 \). The results from using the compressed dictionaries are shown in Table IX, and the results from using the standard dictionary is also shown in the table for comparison. The total number of transcriptions for each dictionary are also listed as a reference. We observe that the compressed dictionaries consistently outperform the standard dictionary, with an error rate reduction of up to 18\%. The highest decoding rate is achieved by using the threshold \( \gamma = 0.1 \). The results indicate that using multiple transcriptions extracted from various speaking contexts and dialects improves decoding rates. The compression procedure seems to be capable of capturing the representative pronunciations from among many variations. It is to be noted here that although the compressed dictionary has more homophones than the standard dictionary, essentially equal decoding rates were obtained when using the two sets of homophones in the alignment of the decoded sentences with the reference.

6) **Task Perplexity:** The decoding rates for various grammar perplexities on the test set I, test set II, and the training set are summarized in Table X. To compensate for the more

| TABLE VI
| Decoding Rates from Using the K-Means at Various Mixture Sizes |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Frames/mixture | \( \tau = 62 \) | \( \tau = 58 \) | \( \tau = 54 \) | \( \tau = 50 \) | fixed           |
| Word correct   | 83.4\%          | 83.5\%          | 84.2\%          | 84.5\%          | 84.2\%          |
| Word accuracy  | 80.9\%          | 81.2\%          | 82.0\%          | 81.1\%          | 82.3\%          |
| Total mixtures | 2889            | 3073            | 3277            | 3520            | 3474            |

| TABLE VII
| Decoding Rates from Using Different Covariance Smoothing |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Smoothing method | case 1 | case 2 | case 3 | case 4 | case 5 |
| Word correct | 84.2\%       | 83.5\%       | 86.4\%       | 86.8\%       | 88.6\%       |
| Word accuracy | 79.7\%       | 80.5\%       | 82.7\%       | 83.1\%       | 86.0\%       |

The smoothing effects on the mixture weights are investigated for the following cases, and the results are shown in Table VIII.

*Case 1.* \( \lambda_{l,r} = 0.0, \lambda_{l} = 0.0, \lambda_{r} = 0.0, \lambda_{u} = 1.0 \).

*Case 2.* \( \lambda_{l,r} = 1.0, \lambda_{l} = 0.0, \lambda_{r} = 0.0, \lambda_{u} = 0.0 \).

*Case 3.* \( \lambda_{l,r} = 0.5, \lambda_{l} = 0.0, \lambda_{r} = 0.0, \lambda_{u} = 0.5 \).

*Case 4.* \( \lambda_{l,r} = 0.5, \lambda_{l} = 0.2, \lambda_{r} = 0.2, \lambda_{u} = 0.1 \).

In the first case, only context-independent weights are used; in the second case, context-dependent weights are used but no smoothing was applied; in the third case, the weights of the tri-phone contexts are smoothed by the weights of the left contexts, weights of the right contexts, and weights without context. As seen from Table VIII, compared to using the context-independent mixture weights, using the raw context-dependent mixture weights improved decoding accuracy by approximately 3\%. The decoding rates are further improved after the mixture weights are properly smoothed, and the smoothings in cases 3 and 4 give similar decoding accuracies.

The interpolation parameters used in the smoothings are empirically chosen through experiments. Interpolation parameters for smoothing HMM phone models can also be estimated from training data using the statistical technique of cross validation [1]. However, when the amount of training data is small, the variance of the estimate from cross validation is usually high [18]. Since the sample size of each phone is not large, as shown in Table I, the use of the fixed smoothing interpolation parameters is reasonable.

The dictionaries are compressed using the thresholds of \( \gamma = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 \). The results from using the compressed dictionaries are shown in Table IX, and the results from using the standard dictionary is also shown in the table for comparison. The total number of transcriptions for each dictionary are also listed as a reference. We observe that the compressed dictionaries consistently outperform the standard dictionary, with an error rate reduction of up to 18\%. The highest decoding rate is achieved by using the threshold \( \gamma = 0.1 \). The results indicate that using multiple transcriptions extracted from various speaking contexts and dialects improves decoding rates. The compression procedure seems to be capable of capturing the representative pronunciations from among many variations. It is to be noted here that although the compressed dictionary has more homophones than the standard dictionary, essentially equal decoding rates were obtained when using the two sets of homophones in the alignment of the decoded sentences with the reference.

6) **Task Perplexity:** The decoding rates for various grammar perplexities on the test set I, test set II, and the training set are summarized in Table X. To compensate for the more
TABLE IX
DECODING RATE FROM USING VARIOUS WORD TRANSCRIPTION DICTIONARIES, INCLUDING A STANDARD DICTIONARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compression threshold</th>
<th>standard dictionary</th>
<th>$\gamma = 0.3$</th>
<th>$\gamma = 0.2$</th>
<th>$\gamma = 0.1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word correct</td>
<td>85.5%</td>
<td>88.6%</td>
<td>88.6%</td>
<td>88.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word accuracy</td>
<td>83.4%</td>
<td>86.2%</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>952</td>
<td>982</td>
<td>1108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transcriptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE X
DECODING RATES OF TEST SET I, TEST SET II, AND THE TRAINING SET ON VARIOUS TASK PERPLEXITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grammar</th>
<th>word correct</th>
<th>word accuracy</th>
<th>word correct</th>
<th>word accuracy</th>
<th>word correct</th>
<th>word accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decoding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rate</td>
<td>Test set II</td>
<td>93.1%</td>
<td>90.9%</td>
<td>88.6%</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>66.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test set I</td>
<td>93.7%</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
<td>84.8%</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training set</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td>97.7%</td>
<td>97.8%</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
<td>91.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

frequent insertion errors as the grammar perplexity increases, the word penalty value varies from light to heavy as the perplexity goes up. For the test set I using grammar-II (test set perplexity = 106), the confusion between the words "the" and "a" counts toward about 16% of the total sentence errors and 15% of the total word errors, and the two articles count toward about 9% of the words in the test set. From Table 10 we observe that the training set performance far exceeds that of the test set in the case of a null grammar. This significant difference seems to indicate that the current training data (as indicated in Table 11) is still not large enough to train HMM phone models with sufficient power of generalization.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the major features of a speaker-independent continuous speech recognition system are summarized. A bottom-up merging algorithm for generating mixture Gaussian densities from models of sub-segments of phone units is developed. The mixture size of a generated mixture density is proportional to both the sample size and the dispersion of the training data. The bottom-up merging algorithm has been proven successful in enhancing the recognition performance when comparing with the baseline of the segmental K-means. An automatic procedure of preparing word transcription dictionaries from the acoustic-phonetic labels of training speech sentences is also described. The developed procedure is capable of capturing the representative pronunciations, and also has led to improved decoding performance when comparing using a standard dictionary. The system has been trained and evaluated on the TIMIT database and has achieved above 86% word accuracy on a task vocabulary size of 853 and grammar perplexity of 104. The decoding accuracy achieved from the merging algorithm is 4.1% higher than that from using the standard dictionary. The error rate reductions from the two improvements are 22.8% and 18.1%, respectively. There is still a significant difference in decoding accuracy on the training set and the test sets, which implies that the performance might be further improved if more data is used in training the HMM phone models. So far, the system has been evaluated on a relatively conservative basis, i.e., the training and test sets have a complete overlap in vocabulary and sentence syntax. It remains interesting to further evaluate the system performance on more challenging tasks with less vocabulary overlap and more syntax difference between the two sets.

APPENDIX

This appendix derives (3). Let a sample data set be $\Omega = \{x_i, i = 1, 2, \cdots, L\}$. The set $\Omega$ is partitioned into $N$ subsets with $\Omega = \bigcup_{n=1}^{N} \Omega_n$, where $\Omega_n = \{x_i^{(n)}, i = 1, 2, \cdots, L_n\}$, for $n = 1, 2, \cdots, N$. The grand mean $\mu$ and covariance matrix $C$ of the sample set are

$$\mu = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=1}^{L} x_i$$

and

$$C = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=1}^{L} (x_i - \mu)(x_i - \mu)^t.$$  

The mean $\mu_n$ and covariance matrix $C_n$ of each subset are defined similarly for $n = 1, 2, \cdots, N$,

$$\mu_n = \frac{1}{L_n} \sum_{i=1}^{L_n} x_i^{(n)}$$

and

$$C_n = \frac{1}{L_n} \sum_{i=1}^{L_n} (x_i^{(n)} - \mu_n)(x_i^{(n)} - \mu_n)^t.$$  

Let the histogram probabilities of the subsets be $p_n = L_n/L$, $n = 1, 2, \cdots, N$. The relationship between the grand mean and the subset means is

$$\mu = \sum_{n=1}^{N} p_n \mu_n.$$  

The grand covariance matrix $C$ can be expanded as follows:

$$C = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=1}^{L} (x_i - \mu)(x_i - \mu)^t$$

$$= \frac{1}{L} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{L_n} (x_i^{(n)} - \mu)(x_i^{(n)} - \mu)^t$$

$$= \sum_{n=1}^{N} p_n C_n + \sum_{n=1}^{N} p_n (\mu - \mu_n)(\mu - \mu_n)^t.$$  

The above expansion of $C$ is in agreement with the scatter matrix expansion in [19].
Let the second summation term be $C_B$. Then $C_B$ can be further expanded as

$$C_B = \sum_{n=1}^{N} p_n (\mu - \mu_n) (\mu - \mu_n)'$$

$$= \sum_{n=1}^{N} p_n \mu_n \mu_n' - \mu \mu'$$

$$= \sum_{n=1}^{N} p_n \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} p_j \mu_n \mu_j' - \sum_{k=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p_k p_j \mu_k \mu_j' \right)$$

$$= \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{j=n+1}^{N} p_n p_j (\mu_n - \mu_j) (\mu_n - \mu_j)'$$

$$- 2 \sum_{k=1}^{N} \sum_{j=k+1}^{N} p_k p_j \mu_k \mu_j'$$

$$= \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{j=n+1}^{N} p_n p_j (\mu_n - \mu_j) (\mu_n - \mu_j)'$$

Therefore,

$$C = \sum_{n=1}^{N} p_n C_n + \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{j=n+1}^{N} p_n p_j (\mu_n - \mu_j) (\mu_n - \mu_j)'$$
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